Charles (Chuck) Gatchell, VP/GM of Olympics and Athletes, Nike
Chuck has worked at Nike, Inc. for over 10 years, serving in various roles and diverse functions,
and with increasing levels of responsibility. He currently leads a team that focuses on the
Olympics and Paralympics across various functions, including product, marketing, merchandising,
and sales. His current priority: Tokyo 2020.
Based in Portland, Oregon, Chuck has grown at Nike within the Strategic Planning and Innovation
functions after starting with the Corporate Responsibility / Sustainability group in 2004. His first
job was developing Nike’s public sustainability reports and leading corporate transparency efforts related to labor
relations, environmental sustainability, and community affairs. Prior to Nike, Chuck was a Senior Consultant at Ernst &
Young LLP in the strategic finance and business valuation practice in Los Angeles.
Chuck holds an undergraduate degree in Management from the University of California, Berkeley (Haas School of
Business), where he also earned a minor in Creative Writing and ran cross-country and track. He holds masters degrees in
Accounting (University of Virginia) and Public Policy (UCLA Luskin).
A first-generation college graduate, Chuck co-founded Advance!, a non-profit organization dedicated to increasing
college awareness, information, and access in his hometown of La Habra/Whittier, California. He has served on the
Advance! Board of Directors since it was established in 2002. More recently, he is also becoming increasingly involved in
the area of sustainable transportation, and in particular, electric vehicle adoption.
Bonnie Nixon, Sustainability Strategist & Human Rights Educator, BonnEco, Inc.
As a relentless optimist and courageous catalyst for change, Bonnie has held many high-profile
positions at the global forefront of a new low carbon, resource protected and just economy. As a
corporate sustainability executive, owner of an environmental planning and communications
consultancy, and university educator, Bonnie has always been driven to the better end by
designing and leading ethical conversations and initiatives and accelerating sustainability with the
use of new and emerging technologies. Today Bonnie is a Sustainability Strategist and Human
Rights Educator with BonnEco, Inc. and specializes in complex supply chains. She sits on the
Advisory Board for Sustainable Brands and Pepperdine University’s Social Entrepreneurship and Change Council.
Bonnie graduated from Penn State in Sociology and more recently obtained her Master’s Degree in Learning
Technologies and is pursuing a PhD in Global Leadership and Change, both at Pepperdine University. She believes in the
power of web-based collaboration and understands that blockchain technology, gamification, social media, online
education using multi-media platforms, augmented and virtual reality, artificial intelligence, robotics and visual animation
can and will dramatically accelerate a more sustainable future for future generations.
Charles Corbett, Professor, Anderson School of Management
Charles Corbett, Ph.D., is professor of Operations Management and Environmental Management
at the UCLA Anderson School of Management, where he has received numerous teaching
awards. He was an AT&T Faculty Fellow in Industrial Ecology, and served as associate dean of
the MBA program from 2003 to 2006. He has been the area chair of the Decisions, Operations
and Technology Management area since July 2007 and was named Joseph Jacobs Term Chair in
Entrepreneurial Studies for the period of July 2008 to 2011.
His areas of teaching include operations of entrepreneurs and small business, environmental
issues in management, operations management and supply chain management. He regularly teaches sessions on these
topics in various programs at UCLA, including the Management Development for Entrepreneurs program, the Johnson &
Johnson Health Care Executive program and in international management seminars for visiting executive MBA students.
In addition to UCLA, he has taught short courses at the École des Mines de Nantes and at ESC Reims in France and at
Pontificia Universidad Católica de Chile and has been invited to present over 100 seminars and lectures at institutions and
conferences worldwide.
Charles holds a Ph.D. in Production and Operations Management from INSEAD in Fountainbleau, France, and a Drs. in
Operations Research from Erasmus University Rotterdam (Netherlands).

